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This collection of classic and contemporary readings in ethics presents sharp, competing views on a wide range of fundamentally important topics: moral relativism and objectivity, ethical selfishness, value theory, utilitarianism, deontological ethics, virtue ethics, ethics and religion, and applied ethics. The
fourth edition dramatically increases the volume's tools by expanding and updating the selections and introductions while making previous editions so successful. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its associate authors Louis P. Pojman Oxford University (DPhil) Abstract This article has no associated
abstract. (fix it) Keywords No keywords specified (fix it) Categories Metaphysics and epistemology moral irrealism in Meta-Ethics (categorize this paper) Options Edit this record Mark as duplicated Export Quote Request Removal from Index This article needs more quotes for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Non-source material can be challenged and removed. In 2009, a press release was carried out on how 100 000 people have been booked in 2018. Newspapers · Books · erudite · JSTOR (April 22, 2010 – October 15, 2005) was an American
philosopher and professor, whom he read at about sixty universities around the world. [1] Pojman was known for his work in applied ethics and religious philosophy, Writings Louis Pojman was the author or editor of 34 books and 100 articles, including The Logic of Subjectivity: Kierkegaard's Philosophy of
Religion (1984) Religious Belief and the Will (1986) Abortion Controversy (2. 1998) Ethics: Discovering Right and Wrong (7th oath, 2012) [Co-author James Fieser] Global Environmental Ethics (1999) Life and Death: Grappling with moral dilemmas of our time (second oath 2000) Environmental ethics:
Readings in Theory and Application (6. ed. 2011) [Co-author Paul Pojman (d. 2012)] The Moral Life: A Reader in Moral Philosophy (5th oath 2014) [Co-author Lewis Vaughn] Justice (2006) Who are we? Theories of human nature (2006) How should we live? An Introduction to Ethics (2005) Philosophy of
Religion (1998; republished in 2009) Philosophy of Religion: Anthology (6. 2014) [Co-author Lewis Vaughn] Philosophy: Classics (3rd oath 2011) [Co-author Lewis Vaughn] Terrorism, Human Rights and The Case for World Government (2006) See also Moral Absolutism References ^ Official Website:
Biography External Links www.louispojman.com Official Website Retrieved from This collection of classic and contemporary readings in ethics presents competing views on a wide range of fundamentally important topics: moral relativism and objectivity, ethical selfishness, value theory, utilitarianism,
deontological ethics, virtue ethics, ethics and religion, and applied ethics. The fourth edition dramatically increases the volume's tools by expanding and updating the selections and introductions while making previous editions so successful. This collection of classic and contemporary readings in ethics
presents sharp, competing views on a wide range of fundamentally important topics: moral relativism and objectivity, ethical selfishness, value theory, utilitarianism, deontological ethics, virtue ethics, ethics and religion, and applied ethics. The fourth edition dramatically increases the volume's tools by
expanding and updating the selections and introductions while making previous editions so successful. Start your review of Moral Philosophy: A Reader A good antology for an upper level class on Moral Philosophy. I would have gone a different route with some of the choices, but of course most
reviewers are going to have their subjective biases. I supplemented the book with some other primary source works on ethics, but will definitely use it again. I use this to teach from. I like the breadth of coverage, and the approach. Mostly. Some of the changes from previous editions I wish could be
undone, for example, I would like to see Kai Neilson back in. This book is an excellent introduction to the various ethics theories with pro and con essays and excerpts about each theory. It provides, in a practical collection, insight into the thought processes that shaped - and continues to shape - our world
today. I enjoyed reading this book, and it has actually made me say to several friends and co-workers: I enjoy studying philosophy. I also wrote a blog post about one of the essays in the Applied Ethics section. You can read the post by going to This book is an excellent introduction to the various theories
of ethics with pro and con essays and excerpts on each theory. It provides, in a practical collection, insight into the thought processes that shaped - and continues to shape - our world today. I enjoyed reading this book, and it has actually made me say to several friends and co-workers: I enjoy studying
philosophy. I also wrote a blog post about one of the essays in the Applied Ethics section. You can read the post by visiting my blog, Speaking for Life. ... more This book has many of the essential readings, and I think in general the editing has been well done. I was a little surprised by the parts chosen
from Thomas Aquinas - I think it's better choice. I also believe that the book will benefit from adding readings about cognitiveism and non-cognitiveism to morality - given that these seem to be central to metaetic debates today. I also feel like the section Utilitarianism could use another article that defends
a utilitarian view. Overall, I think this book has many of the essential readings, and I think in general the editing has been well done. I was a little surprised by the parts chosen from Thomas Aquinas - I think it's better choice. I also believe that the book will benefit from adding readings about cognitiveism
and non-cognitiveism to morality - given that these seem to be central to metaetic debates today. I also feel that the part about utilitarianism could use another article that defends a utilitarian view. Overall, I think the book is excellent as an introduction to the text of ethics. ... more I do not know how to
consider this. Many of the documents seem prematurely published. But many were probably more diary entries of moral philosophical ideas. There is a great verity of ideas to stimulate the mind. So what is moral? Every idea has are strengths and weaknesses. Perhaps we should leave it to the
philosophers about what is most moral for the kingdom of the earth. This is the only primary source text I got from my 300-level Philosophy class, and this is NOT a 300-level book. The book has a decidedly right-wing slant, and the excerpts are cut in interesting places to hide the meaning of the texts.
Don't read it as your only source. This book was so boring. I had to read it for my philosophy class. I couldn't get through any of the chapters without my eyes glazing over or falling asleep. I can't wait to get rid of this book and never read it again. I had to read it for a university course. Was an interesting
reading, although some of the great philosophers were quite difficult to understand at first go over. Glad I took the course and glad I read through this text. Good book from a wide range of philosophers. The works are well chosen and show many different views on ethics. Ethics.
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